
GARDEN STATE PARKWAY REGULATIONS

REVISED 10/23/87

(Coding under New Jersey Administrative Code)
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Regulation No.

19:8-1.2 Speed limits - Same Penalties as N.J.S.A. 39:4-98  

19:8-1.3 Retarding traffic $60

19:8-1.4 Uniform direction of traffic $60

19:8-1.5 Passing $60

19:8-1.6 U-Turns prohibited $60

19:8-1.7 Use of median strip and roadside areas prohibited $60

19:8-1.8 Parking, standing, stopping $20

19:8-1.9 Limitations on use of Parkway  

19:8-1.9(a) No vehicle shall enter or leave the Parkway except at access points 
designated

$60

19:8-1.9(b) Use of the Parkway and entry thereon by the following is prohibited at all 
times:

 

19:8-1.9(b)1 Pedestrians except on sidewalks, footpaths, and other areas specifically 
designated

$20

19:8-1.9(b)2 Vehicles drawn by animals $20

19:8-1.9(b)3 All bicycles other than motorcycles $20

19:8-1.9(b)4 Animals led, ridden, unattended or driven on the hoof other than horses 
on bridle paths and leashed dogs in permitted areas

$25

19:8-1.9(b)5 Vehicles containing animals or poultry not properly confined $20

19:8-1.9(b)6 Vehicles whose condition, equipment or tires create a probable hazard 
to such vehicles or others

$25
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19:8-1.9(b)7 Farm implements and farm machinery whether self-propelled or towed $25

19:8-1.9(b)8 Vehicles with improperly secured attachments or loads $20

19:8-1.9(b)9 Vehicles with deflated pneumatic tires, metal or solid tires, or caterpillar 
treads

$25

19:8-1.9(b)9 Deflated pneumatic $20

19:8-1.9(b)10 Construction equipment other than trucks except by special permit from 
Authority

$25

19:8-1.9(b)11 Vehicles, or combination of vehicles, including any load exceeding 
maximum dimensions: Height - 13'6"; Width - 8'0"; Length - 55'0"

$160

19:8-1.9(b)12 Motor vehicle in tow or motor vehicles pushing or being pushed on travel 
portion of road, except the moving of disabled vehicles under State 
Police direction

$25

19:8-1.9(b)13 Vehicles with loads extending more than four (4) feet beyond the rear or 
front of the body

$20

19:8-1.9(b)14 Vehicles carrying anything on the top, sides, front or rear with lateral 
projection in excess of twelve (12) inches or vertical projection in excess 
of twenty-four (24) inches from body of vehicle

$20

19:8-1.9(b)15 All vehicles except cars, campers, omnibuses, and vehicles entitled to 
toll-free passage under N.J.A.C. 19:8-3.2 (Toll-free passage) are 
prohibited from the Parkway north of Interchange 105.

$25

19:8-1.10 Violation of civil defense regulations $20

19:8-1.11 Load limit of structures $35

19:8-1.13 Failure to obey traffic control devices $60

19:8-2.1 Littering $30

19:8-2.3 Display of posters prohibited $20

19:8-2.4 Parades and demonstrations prohibited, picnics prohibited, except at 
designated sites

$35
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19:8-2.5 Hunting and trapping prohibited $25

19:8-2.7 Fires prohibited $25

19:8-2.8 Soliciting of alms or contributions prohibited $25

19:8-2.9 Hitch-hiking and loitering prohibited $25

19:8-2.10 Sales and distribution prohibited $25

19:8-3.1 Refusal to pay or evading payment of tolls $35
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